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Agricultural economists have long studied crop yields and risk to help farm-level risk
management. Producers face difficult decisions every year regarding market prices, management
practices, and the uncertainty of weather. In our research, we use crop yield records while
incorporating the modern portfolio theory to find the optimal planting portfolios giving a specific
risk level. Our assets are on corn, cotton, and soybeans yields from the Mississippi Delta region.
This study is unique because there are not any previous studies using crop histories linked to the
modern portfolio theory. The main idea is to realize how much of each asset or what percentage
to invest in out of the specific portfolio. By having these portfolios readily available for farmers,
we aim to diminish the risk to help producers with springtime decision-making. Armed with
these findings, we can better understand the economic implications of how crop rotations factor
into farm-level risk management.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Crop rotations are common agricultural land management practices that include many
benefits to overall crops and soil health. However, crop rotations can also affect a farmer s risk
management problem. Crops planted behind certain crops can deplete the soil by nutrient uptake,
increasing uncertainty for future harvests. Therefore, certain crop histories can affect an
agricultural producer s decision making and hinder the potential of maximizing total profits. In
this paper, we analyze the effect of crop histories on the set of optimal planting portfolios under
different risk preferences. Specifically, we estimate a Modern Portfolio Theory model
(Markowitz, 1952) using different crops as different possible assets and analyze how different
crop histories affect the resulting efficiency frontier for farm profits. Our results highlight how
information impacts optimal risk management decisions and could lead to the development of a
decision tool to help agricultural producers maximize profit while managing risk.
Combining crop yield data from Mississippi State University s Centennial Rotation
experiment with Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), we aim to find efficient portfolios given risk
preferences for specific crop histories. While Markowitz (1952 and 1959) initially designed MPT
for investors in the financial industry, MPT is commonly used throughout various fields. We are
able to capture the expected returns and risk associated with each asset (crop histories) through
its mean-variance analysis. When considering Modern Portfolio Theory, our assets contained in
the portfolio differ from the financial-type assets (stocks, bonds, mutual funds) that are closely
1

associated with this method. Our assets are cotton, corn, and soybeans rooted in widely assorted
crop histories. For example, corn associated in a two-year history yields different sets of returns
and variances compared to corn in a three-year history. Also, assets are observed at a single point
in time (Markowitz, 1952 and 1959).
MPT aims to maximize expected returns from a desirable set of assets while
simultaneously minimizing asset s risk (variance). One important concept in this theory is
diversification among an investor s (agricultural producer s) assets. By increasing the multiple
types of assets, it captures the volatility of riskiness from every asset, but it cannot mitigate all
risk. The analysis of co-movement between assets is the underlying principle in MPT. By
accounting for such movements, the overall risk of a portfolio is reduced while maintaining
identical expected returns. Even in today s practice, an investor with one asset type is rare.
However, the portfolio with the highest expected return does not necessarily contain the minimal
variance. The same is true for minimizing variance. This leads to two essential principles of this
mean-variance analysis: maximizing portfolio expected returns, while holding variance constant,
or minimizing portfolio variance, while keeping returns constant (Elton & Gruber, 1997). Based
off these principles, the construction of the efficient frontier provides optimal sets of efficient
portfolios, subject to the individual s risk preferences.
The Centennial Rotation experiment complements our research goal because we are able
to capture multiple crop histories through their fixed crop rotations. Realistically, agriculture
producers are not constrained to fixed rotations every year. They have the freedom to deviate
from a set rotation, which allows us to capture numerous crop histories. It is through the
Centennial Rotation where we capture the crop histories from the six, fixed rotations. Dating
back to 2004, this experiment will observe the fixed rotations and their effects for over 100
2

years. The time span of this experiment is unique because there is not a similar study in the
Mississippi Delta region. However, crop rotations studies can be dated back as early as 1876.
The Morrow Plots, located on the campus of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, is the
oldest agricultural research plot in the United States (University of Illinois).
It is important for crop rotation data to have analysis on rotations cycling through
numerous time periods. Another benefit from the Centennial Rotation is the amount of repeated
rotations observed. Each crop rotation occurs multiple times rather than once, so our number of
observations are plentiful. Also, another key component of the Centennial Rotation is the
capability of probing underlining crop histories out of the fixed rotations. For example, one fixed
rotation is a four-year rotation: corn-cotton-cotton-soybeans. There are several underlining crop
histories within this rotation. First, Soybeans-Cotton-Cotton1 is a history not included in the
original, fixed rotations. By observing this specific history, we can increase our number of crop
histories to analyze. Secondly, we can observe the three-year history Cotton-Cotton-Corn, which
is already a fixed rotation in the experiment. This history allows us to increase our observations.
Lastly, the factor that differentiates the Centennial Rotation from previous crop rotation studies,
is the ability to observe each state of a rotation during every year of the rotation. The
experimental plot is uniquely designed for this sole purpose. For instance, every state in a threeyear rotation is planted and examined each year. This feature reduces the difficulty of timeliness
that occurs in crop rotation studies. The Centennial Rotation is the catalyst of our research that
provides various components to further extend our contributions.

1

The interpretation method for crop histories presented in this paper is the following: Soybeans-Cotton-Cotton reads
soybeans are one year removed, cotton (middle) is two years removed, and cotton (last) is three years removed.
Further explanation can be found in the beginning of the Results section.
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Our research produces significant findings. If an agricultural producer fails to consider
crop histories into future planting decisions, he will overestimate expected returns and
underestimate risk per acre. This was a common theme throughout all of our assets. To be more
specific, most three-year crop histories produced the lowest expected returns. Our results show
cotton-based and soybeans-based histories exhibit more fluctuation than corn base histories.
Compared to not having information on fields, soybean-based histories have slightly lower
expected returns while assuming more risk. One important takeaway from cotton-based histories
is histories where cotton is planted repeatedly have potential to earn higher profits per acre
compared to all other crop histories in our study. Corn-based histories were closely associated
with one another except for corn-cotton-corn and corn-soybeans corn. Also, our results show
asset weights in a portfolio could potentially factor into decision making. In our no information
and one-year histories, we analyze asset weights at a single risk preference. We notice weights
for corn and soybeans vary greatly. Cotton weights do not hold any position in our outputs. This
is likely due to low cotton prices and yields that affect our data. Corn weights vary from 57% to
67% and soybean weights range from 32% to 43%. Asset weights are important to our analysis
because agricultural producers make planting decisions months in advance before planting
season starts. The process of ordering seed (type and quantity) should not be discounted. Our
results show that not accounting for crop histories can potentially lead to misinformed profit
estimations. Comparing one-year crop histories (crops planted only one-year ago) to the noinformation crop history2, profits estimations are overestimated for cotton and corn by roughly
$0.88 and $11.00 per acre, respectively. The risk level for cotton slightly increased by $2.22 but
for corn, the risk level essentially remained the same. In this same analysis, soybeans are
2

No Information crop history is further explained in the beginning of the results section.

4

underestimated by approximately $3.00 per acre, while the risk level increased by $6.60. This
analysis indicates crop histories affect a producer s choice behavior. Our research implies that
crop histories are relevant to upcoming planting decisions. The tradeoff between expected
returns and risk is a critical component for agricultural producers to consider.
Our research presents significant academic implications. First, to our knowledge, this
study is the first of its kind employing a Modern Portfolio Theory approach to crop rotations
(histories). While crop rotation studies are numerous, we have not seen a mean-variance analysis
applied to crop rotation studies that captures risk preferences and profits. This study is unlike
traditional crop rotation research as we are not focused on the rotational effects on crop yields,
nutrient uptake, disease mitigation, etc. Also, this study is unique to the Mississippi Delta region.
Secondly, this study shows how crop histories can affect profits for the upcoming harvest.
In the remainder of the paper, one can find our literature review of Modern Portfolio
Theory and crop rotations occurring next. Following the literature review, the remaining sections
are as follows: data/summary statistics, methodology/conceptual framework, results, conclusion,
limitations, and future advancement.

5

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Our research combines finance and the agriculture industry in a way that has not
previously been done before. Modern Portfolio Theory has been previously applied to the
agricultural industry differently than our research. Specifically, crop histories (rotations) have
been studied extensively but not in a financial model. Our research explores the importance of
both Modern Portfolio Theory and crop histories and by combining the two can help agricultural
producers generate higher profits.
Modern Portfolio Theory
In 1952, MPT was designed as a financial tool to aid investors in the stock market
(Markowitz, 1952, 1959). This mean-variance analysis approach focuses on how an investor can
increase their expected returns or mitigate risk by examining how a selection of assets co-move
together. Based off an individual s risk tolerance, an investor can select the preferred
combination of assets to maximize their returns.
Defining Key Terms
Before we take an in depth look at MPT and its principles, there are key terms that need
defining:

6

Asset: A resource (investment) that contains economic value with the expectancy of a
future benefit. In our research, our assets are cotton, corn, and soybeans within different
crop histories. For example, corn planted one-year back is a discrete asset from corn
planted two years back. Both assets have separate returns and variances.
Return: the profit or loss from an individual asset.
Variance: the expectation of the squared deviation of a random variable,
𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑋

𝐸 𝑋

𝜇

2

where 𝜇

mean and 𝑋

random variable. It measures the

riskiness of individual assets.
Portfolio: a combination of assets, generally containing financial instruments.
Covariance: the expectation of the product of deviations from two random variables, X
and Y, from their means, 𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑋, 𝑌

𝐸 𝑋

𝜇

𝑌

𝜇

.

First, Markowitz made several assumptions when he initially first developed MPT:
investors based their decisions upon the asset s expected return and risk level, all investors are
concerned with the returns of the portfolio within the same time period, all investors are rational,
and accept every asset s mean, variance, co-variances between other assets. Also, every financial
asset is interchangeable and independent amongst all other assets (West, 2006). Markowitz states
the two main principals of MPT are to maximize expected returns and minimizing risk of the
portfolio (variance).
Another key component of MPT is diversification among the assets within a portfolio.
Typically, an investor holds multiple types of assets. On rare occasion, there is an investor that
holds one asset but is uncommon. This concept accounts for variability within price risk of the
7

assets under different market conditions. The return of a diversified portfolio is often less
sensitive to changes in prices than of each individual asset. Therefore, a diversified portfolio
helps mitigate the overall risk for a portfolio. Obviously, it is impossible to eliminate all risk
from a portfolio.
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Basic Efficient Frontier Concept

Since MPT captures the co-movement (covariance) between diversified assets, assets
weights can assume various combinations among different portfolios, generating unique
expected returns and variance for an individual portfolio. However, the model would break if
there were infinite efficient returns for a given variance. The same is true for an individual
expected return. Therefore, the model generates a portfolio the highest possible return for a given
variance point. Likewise, the model produces a portfolio with the lowest variance for a given
8

return. When this happens, the individual portfolios are considered efficient and then, creates an
efficient frontier with all efficient portfolios. Figure 1 displays this concept. In this figure, the xaxis represents the risk levels or variation while the y-axis represents the expected return. The
efficient frontier is represented by the red line. Portfolios A, B, and C are efficient portfolios but
contain different asset weights. Portfolio A signifies the portfolio with the smallest variance that
satisfies MPT model. Also, this portfolio contains the lowest expected return. Generally, the
majority asset weights of this portfolio consists of less risky assets. On the contrary, portfolio B
indicates the portfolio with highest possible variance, which also contains the highest expected
return. Because an individual maximizes his utility, he will always prefer the portfolio with the
highest return over another portfolio with a lower return with the same variance preference
(Markowitz, 1952 and 1959; West, 2006). This is notation is represented in Figure 1 by electing
portfolio C over portfolio D. This leads to the fundamental principles of MPT: an individual can
maximize expected returns or minimize portfolio variance. This is helpful and relatable to our
research because agricultural producers might target a given specific expected return to generate
a profit. MPT allows them to control for that specific return and also provides the necessary risk
that coincides with the desired return level. For our research, the expected return is calculated by
the mean yield for each crop multiplied by the crop price. This is explained in more detail in the
Data section.
Capital Asset Pricing Model and Risk-Free Assets
Markowitz s development of the Modern Portfolio Theory became a building block for
future financial theories. The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), created by William Sharpe
9

and John Lintner, is one of those theories. In addition to the assumptions from the Modern
Portfolio Theory, CAPM presents new assumptions regarding the market and the individual
investor. In a competitive market, there are not any taxes or transaction costs (Lintner, 1965 and
Sharpe, 1964). Also, an investor can borrow and lend capital at a risk-free rate regardless the
amount (Lintner, 1965 and Fama, 2004). Another assumption in CAPM is it is assumed an
investor can invest any amount of his capital into risk-free assets. Lintner (p. 15, 1975) states
“each investor will have assigned a joint probability distribution incorporating his best judgments
regarding the returns on all individual stocks.”
Since CAPM builds off MPT, the efficient frontier that contains all the efficient
portfolios for a given set of assets, is the starting point. A risk-free asset is simply an asset that
yields an expected return but there is not any risk involved (variance is zero). When risk-free
assets are incorporated into portfolios with risky assets, the efficient frontier curve from MPT
(containing risky assets only) becomes a straight line called the Capital Market Line (CML).

10
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The red line represents the efficient frontier, and the black line represents the capital
market line, where every portfolio consists of multiple combinations of risk-free and risky assets.
The CML becomes tangent to the efficient frontier at a certain point called the market, or
tangent, portfolio (portfolio F). The market portfolio offers the weight (in terms of percentage) of
every asset in the market. While the assumptions of CAPM have been challenged by many, the
idea of combining riskless and risky assets to achieve an expected return and variance can be
done. MPT and CAPM are applicable to our research because these financial tools help
associate the tradeoffs between profits and risks for an agricultural producer. It is important for
agricultural producers to know their position with such particular tradeoffs because there is a lot
of uncertainty and volatility with agriculture.
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Crop Rotations (Histories)
Agricultural producers face many difficult challenges throughout each planting year. The
issue of a farm being profitable while also sustaining environmental health across the production
area for future use is a rather complex one (Gebremedhin and Schwab, 1998). One way to
combat this problem is through rotating crops yearly. Crop rotation is a common management
practice throughout agriculture that has been studied extensively throughout time. Although our
research is not focusing any specific crop rotation, it is important to note the significance of
rotational effects to agricultural management practices. Instead of planting a single crop
repeatedly on the same land, the idea of alternating one type of crop with another presents
several agronomic benefits for the agricultural producer and the production area. Many of these
benefits are improvement of the soil health, soil erosion prevention, plant disease deterrence, pest
control, and weed control (Crookston et al., 1991). Gebremedhin and Schwab (p. 24, 1998)
explains further the magnitude of the impact of crop rotation benefits:
“By reducing soil erosion, crop rotations help maintain the long-term productivity of land
and reduce negative environmental externalities. By breaking disease and pest cycles, crop
rotations reduce the need for herbicides and pesticides, thereby reducing the dependence of
agriculture on external inputs and contributing to the reduction of environmental pollution. Crop
rotations can also improve soil fertility and quality, thereby reducing the need for purchased
fertilizer. As such, crop rotations can help achieve a more sustainable agricultural system.”
However, the most significant benefit from crop rotations is an increase in crop yields.
For example, one of the most common type of rotation is a corn-soybean rotation. Seifert (2017)
states the increase in nitrogen availability in the soil from soybeans is the leading factor in the
12

increase of yield for corn. In fact, some studies show corn and soybeans yields increased ranging
up to 7.8% and 8%, respectively, to 17%, (Seifert, 2017). Also, it is important to note the goal of
our research will not provide recommendations regarding agriculture management practices or
specific crop rotations to plant. While there are many advantages with crop rotations, there are
some disadvantages as well. Because crop rotations promote diversity, this can lead to
agricultural producers to acquire more production equipment, possible increase in labor, and
knowledgeable in variety of farm management techniques (Ikerd, 1991).
Crop rotations are not limited to agriculture s biggest commodities like corn, cotton, and
soybeans. In fact, around 80% of cultivated land in the United States is in some sort of a crop
rotation system (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research). Further research extends
that crop rotation range from 80% to 92% (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Research). As mentioned earlier, corn-soybean rotation is a very common rotation but there are
many different types of rotations that are targeted for a specific purpose. For instance, sweet
potatoes grown in a two-year rotation (sweet corn, soybeans, or Bahia grass) yielded up to 40%
more than continuous sweet potatoes (Guertal et al., 1997). Another study analyzed sugar beets,
navy beans, corn, oats, and alfalfa in numerous, different rotations over several different length
of rotations (Christenson et al., 1995). Most of these rotations were centered around sugar beets
or navy beans because of high prices throughout the length of the study. This study found that
corn followed by corn had a decrease in yield around 12%. Navy beans experienced higher
ields hen he ro a ion as longer and also hen he didn follo s gar bee s. On he
contrary, sugar beets yielded higher when they were planted after navy beans but yielded lower
13

when they followed corn (Christenson et al., 1995). There are many different combinations of
crop rotations and research over the years has shown what the overall affects are on yields, soil
quality and environmental health. Our research is geared towards the agricultural producer to
help make better management decisions.
Field trial data from experimental plots are most commonly used in research studies. One
major advantage of field trials is the ability to analyze direct causal relationships between
different cropping schemes (Seifert, 2017). This is important because research can clearly
concentrate on a particular area of focus and control direct inputs to manipulate a desirable
circumstance. On the contrary, farm-level data is hard to obtain because most farmers are very
private with their information. Also, a farmer s goal at the end of the day is to generate a profit
and there are multiple variables present that are difficult to capture. Therefore, it is more
challenging to develop a certain causality relationship. Also, another positive of field trials is the
testing of situations uncommon in the traditional agriculture setting (Seifert, 2017). While the
testing scenarios may not be realistic, the experimental plots can produce valuable information
on a wide variety effects of particular cropping scenarios. This is relevant to our research
because the experimental data in our research are set rotations that is aimed to examine the crop
rotation effects on crop yields. We will elaborate more on our data in the data section.
Modern Portfolio Theory in Agriculture
The MPT has many and varied applications since its development. Although it is most
commonly used in finance, MPT is also used in agriculture, various environmental fields,
ecology, and water management resources. In agriculture, almost every decision carries some
14

kind of risk. How much fertilizer should one apply? What crops will maximize one s profits this
year? Every producer asks these questions every year because there is a tradeoff, or risk,
associated with their decision. For instance, will there be an abundant rainfall? How many
bushels per acre will one harvest? Will pests or diseases damage affect crop yields? Although
MPT not widely applied in agriculture yet, there have been cases where MPT has been very
helpful and resourceful for agricultural producers.
In Kansas, there is a wide selection of wheat varieties available ranging from the
traditional wheat seed to a blend, which is a combination of “pure” varieties together (Barkley et
al, 2010). The seeds are developed to constantly improve yields. With multiple options
available, farmers face a difficult decision of what to plant for the new growing season. With
each new seed being introduced, the wheat would generate a different new mean yield, which
also create more uncertainty and risk (variance) to go along with it. Barkley et al. (2010) show
how Kansas wheat farmers can apply MPT to wheat varieties to lower their risk (variance of
yield) and increase their profits. In their paper, they stated Kansas wheat farmers ultimately
select which variety to plant by comparing the yield stability of each variety (Porter and Barkley
1995). Besides yield stability, Barkley et al (2010) mention the importance of the wheat varieties
and their variance and how they co-vary with one another. By having wheat varieties in a
portfolio with different characteristics that are inversely related, portfolios are more inclined to
higher returns because the different varieties can produce in different growing circumstances.
By applying MPT to Kansas wheat varieties, farmers face multiple options to plant different
combinations (portfolios) to reduce their risk. In the end, MPT was applied to Kansas wheat
15

varieties and shown to increase profits after careful analysis of each wheat variety s mean yield,
variance and covariance amongst other varieties.
Similar to Barkley (2010), MPT was applied to wheat varieties in Colorado (Mortenson
et al., 2012). They were applying MPT to construct efficient portfolios but with fewer wheat
varieties. Like Barkley et al (2010), they divided Colorado into different regions. Their goal was
to minimize variance in each region. In the end, they were able to reduce their variance risk in
almost all regions by double digits when they applied MPT. This shows that MPT is a great
decision tool.
Modern Portfolio Theory Application in Other Fields
Aerts et al (2008) applied MPT to flood management practices in the Netherlands.
Throughout the history of Netherlands, severe floods have caused a change from traditional flood
innovations to more sophisticated flood management approaches. Also, the Dutch have found it
difficult to develop a long-term plan regarding flood management because of the uncertainty of
climate change and its effects on water resources and the country s growth economically. There
were four different flood protection measures considered in this research in fear of high-water
levels: higher dike ring, compartments, flood proofing houses, and retention areas. With these
four protection measures combined with different climate situations, optimal portfolios were
generated to help reduce the risk of flooding. When calculating optimal portfolios, they
compared expected returns and risk level of two, three, and four-asset portfolios. Depending on
risk preference and expected returns, the water managers optimal choice will be between three
or four-assets portfolio investments. The choice to implement one of the four flood prevention
16

assets clearly depends on other outside components other than the portfolio s expected risk and
variance but these key findings provide a solid foundation to reduce floods in the Netherlands.
Our research will still have the underlying MPT principles but understandably, we will not
include various climate situations for the portfolios.
MPT has extended well beyond agriculture and into the field of ecology. Nyanzu (2019)
aimed to solve the state of Mississippi s goal “to increase the quantity and quality of oyster
resources for habitat creation, for environmental benefits, and for production and consumption.”
The three main oyster s habitat creation (Nyanzu s assets) for improvement are: off-bottom
farms, traditional plantings, and restored reefs. Through MPT application, Nyanzu (2019) found
diversification amongst the oyster resources could improve Mississippi s current oyster resource
management as it is operating insufficiently. If resource management requests maximum
expected returns, then the optimal portfolio yields 100% of off-bottom farming. For a low risk
resource management preference, Nyanzu (2019) suggests a full traditional planting portfolio.
However, to minimize risk, the optimal portfolio includes a balanced combination of off-bottom
and traditional plantings, and a maximum 30% of restored reefs.
This research contains valuable and beneficial information for producers who are incorporating
crop rotations to their agricultural practices, aiming for improvement in their crop yields with
minimum risk in the mean yield variance. Using Modern Portfolio Theory, our contribution to
the agriculture industry is different. We are not looking at different variety of crops. In its place,
we are focusing on different crop histories as our assets. By knowing the past history of a land
parcel, we can find the optimal share weight of each crop to plant for the following year given a
17

producer s risk level or expected target level. We propose this will aid the producer as a decision
tool to determine what crop to plant and how much of it. Also, this study is the first of its kind.
Traditionally, crop rotation has been studied intensively regarding soil fertility and health, but
crop rotation has not been viewed like this before. We are treating crop rotation as a crop history.
If we know the history of what has been previously planted, then we can have a better idea what
to plant given a particular risk level or expected return level of a producer. We to create an
impactful tool that aids farmers/producers in making better management decisions for the future.
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CHAPTER III
DATA
For our research, we use data from the Centennial Rotation Experiment located at the
Mississippi State University Delta Research and Extension Center in Stoneville, Mississippi. In
2004, Dr. Wayne Ebelhar, research professor and agronomist, developed and designed the 8-acre
Centennial Rotation. The Centennial Rotation received its name due to the fact the experiment is
a 100-year experiment and was created on the 100th anniversary of the extension center. The
primary purpose of this study was to analyze different root structures of crops over time,
interactions between diseases and insects in crops, and different levels of nutrient uptake. Dr.
Ebelhar realized the inefficiency of previous long-term crop rotation studies and intended the
experiment to be different. Previous work was not conducted in a timely manner because
analysis could not be completed until years after the rotation cycle finished. The main advantage
of this study is each state of each rotation is observed yearly, which leads to quick turnaround for
analysis after only one year. The Centennial Rotation is similar to the Morrow Plots, located on
the campus of Illinois University at Urbana Champaign, because they both use different
variations of crop rotations for several crops. Also, the Morrow Plots have been studied over a
lengthy duration similarly to the Centennial Rotation unlike most previous crop rotation studies
(University of Illinois). However, the Morrow Plots contain crops that are not relevant to the
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Mississippi Delta region, therefore making the Centennial Plot compatible to the goal of our
research.
The three crops observed in this study are soybeans, corn, and cotton. The Centennial
Rotation is based around cotton because historically, cotton was the dominant crop in Mississippi
at one time. Cotton in Mississippi can be traced back to 1795. In today s time, the Mississippi
Delta region is perceived as some of the highest quality soil for agriculture, but it was not the
original region Mississippi farmers first established for cotton. Originally, cotton was first
planted in eastern Mississippi and was slowly adopted by farmers across the state towards the
western region and into the Delta region as the east region proved to be unprofitable (Mississippi
Encyclopedia). With the help of an improvement of the cotton seed variety that boosted yields,
the state of Mississippi experienced several changes through the widespread of cotton. The
population increased drastically as field laborers were needed. Also, the establishment of the
Delta Branch Experiment Station in Stoneville, Mississippi provided farmers helpful resources to
improve cotton farming (Mississippi Encyclopedia). Throughout time and as world events
affected the agricultural industry, cotton remained the backbone for farmers in the Mississippi
Delta region. However, over the past several decades, the focus of cotton has shifted to corn and
soybeans. This explains the importance of Dr. Ebelhar establishing a corn-soybean fixed rotation
in the Centennial Rotation. The high-quality soil in the Mississippi Delta proved to increase
soybean and corn yields significantly, causing farmers to switch from cotton (Mississippi State
University Extension). According to Mississippi State Extension, corn, cotton, and soybeans
were responsible for generating closely $2 billion to the state of Mississippi in 2018 (Mississippi
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Department of Agriculture and Commerce.) The agriculture industry itself generated around $7.7
billion for the state of Mississippi. Therefore, these three crops are significant to the state s
economy and to the producers as a whole.
The Centennial Rotation consists of six different rotations:
1) Continuous Cotton
2) Corn/Cotton two-year rotation
3) Corn/Cotton/Cotton three-year rotation
4) Corn/Soybean two-year rotation
5) Soybean/Corn/Cotton three-year rotation
6) Soybean/Corn/Cotton/Cotton four-year rotation

Again, this experiment is novel because each state of each rotation is observed each year. Many
previous crop rotation studies report findings after one or two rotation cycles. Each state is
referred to as a “treatment” and there are fifteen total treatments in this study. Table 1 displays
the layout for each treatment of each rotation from the start of the experiment up to the current
year of our data.
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Table 1
TRT

Crop Rotations Chart

SEQUENCE

1 Continuous Cotton
2
Corn/Cotton
3
Corn/Cotton
4 Corn/Cotton/Cotton
5 Corn/Cotton/Cotton
6 Corn/Cotton/Cotton
7
Corn/Soybean
8
Corn/Soybean
9 Soybean/Corn/Cotton
10 Soybean/Corn/Cotton
11 Soybean/Corn/Cotton
12 Soy/Corn/Cot/Cot
13 Soy/Corn/Cot/Cot
14 Soy/Corn/Cot/Cot
15 Soy/Corn/Cot/Cot

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

COT
COT
CRN
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
SB
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT
COT
CRN

COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
COT
SB
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT
COT

COT
COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT

COT
CRN
COT
CRN
COT
COT
SB
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
SB

COT
COT
CRN
COT
CRN
COT
CRN
SB
CRN
SB
COT
SB
COT
COT
CRN

COT
CRN
COT
COT
COT
CRN
SB
CRN
COT
CRN
SB
CRN
SB
COT
COT

COT
COT
CRN
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
SB
SB
COT
CRN
COT
CRN
SB
COT

COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
COT
SB
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
COT
COT
CRN
SB

COT
COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
SB
COT
COT
CRN

COT
CRN
COT
CRN
COT
COT
SB
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
COT

COT
COT
CRN
COT
CRN
COT
CRN
SB
CRN
SB
COT
COT
CRN
SB
COT

COT
CRN
COT
COT
COT
CRN
SB
CRN
COT
CRN
SB
COT
COT
CRN
SB

COT
COT
CRN
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
SB
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT
COT
CRN

COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
COT
SB
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT
COT

COT
COT
CRN
COT
COT
CRN
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT
CRN
SB
COT

The continuous cotton rotation is an important rotation to this experiment because it
serves as a baseline to the other cotton rotations. Crops planted continuously in the same field
diminish the nutrients in the soil year after year and affect the yield at the end. By rotating
different crops into the rotation with cotton, different nutrients will be put back into the soil to
improve its overall health. The two-year corn/cotton rotation and the three-year corn-cottoncotton rotation play a vital role because these are realistic rotation among Mississippi Delta
producers and this study will provide useful information for future producers to increase profits.
The two-year corn/soybean rotation was placed in the study for Dr. Ebelhar s curiosity but now
this rotation is particularly important due to the higher concentration of grain crops in the delta.
The fourth rotation in the study is a three-year soybean-corn-cotton rotation. This specific
rotation shows how combining all three crops will perform together. The last rotation is the only
four-year rotation observed in the study and it is a soybean-corn-cotton-cotton rotation. The
reason to incorporate corn and soybeans into rotations is to compare all the other rotations
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against the continuous cotton rotation to show that soil health can improve while also increasing
mean crop yields.
There are three different soil types in the experiment. Bosket soil series makes up roughly
49% of the soil in the experimental plot, while Dubbs soil series composes 43% of the plot.
Lastly, commerce silt loam is the third and smallest portion soil type that completes the eightacre study. Bosket and Dubbs soils share similar characteristics consisting of very fine sandy
loam. They differ in the aspect of Bosket drains better and is considered to be the best soil to
grow grain crops on. Figure 3 displays the layout of the soil types in the experimental plot.

Figure 3

Experimental Plot Soil Layout

Each treatment is replicated four times across the different soil types. Therefore, the
experiment demonstrates how crop yields fair across soil types in crop rotations. Each treatment
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plot is 215 feet long and eight rows wide with 40-inch spacing. Also, each treatment plot is
divided into four subplots, which is four rows wide and replicated to increase the number of
observations. Also, this setup gives Dr. Ebelhar the ability to split the plots up to observe
something different in the future without having to disrupt his current study now. Given the plot
is four rows wide, the middle two rows are the only rows harvested under conventional tillage
practice and examined for the study. Both corn and cotton plots are irrigated and planted in
single row production. Soybeans plots are irrigated as well but planted in twin-row production
because Dr. Ebelhar discovered twin-row production led to an increase in yields by 7% in the
Mississippi delta compared to single-row production. This decision was a direct result from an
advancement in technology. In the field, there is a well in place but due to the fact it s only four
inches deep, irrigation is required and applied by each treatment.
Figure 4 is an example from 2013 of how the plots are laid out in the experiment. This is
a corn/soybeans two-year rotation. Each treatment plot is completely randomized to avoid spatial
treatment replication among crop placement. Also, this figure shows each treatment is replicated
numerous times and in different areas of the plot in the different soil types to see the variation in
mean yields that occurs. Soybeans are planted on the edges of the field to serve as buffer crops.
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Figure 4

Example of 2013 Corn-Cotton Rotation Layout

Another aspect Dr. Ebelhar focuses on in the Centennial Rotation is the nutrient uptake for each
crop. This is important for producers because grain crops uptake a considerable large portion of
key nutrients like nitrogen and potassium from the soil and they need to be replaced the
following year. This effect can increase input costs to maintain soil health. Dr. Ebelhar applied
Although our data comes from the Delta Research and Extension Center, crop yields still
face consequences from traditional agriculture practices just like everyday producers. For
example, corn yields diminished significantly in 2011 because Dr. Ebelhar failed to irrigate at the
appropriate time. This translate to real world scenarios when producers do not receive rain on
non-irrigated land or fail to water their crops in the growing stage irrigated land. Our data are
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informative and useful to the goal of our project. However, our research excludes the year 2011
for all three crops because of the due to the severe crop yield performance. This data
significantly skews our data but nonetheless, it provides realistic agricultural productions
difficulties that producers face yearly in agriculture.
In our research, crop yields are converted into profit data. Profits are calculated by
revenue minus costs. The revenue is calculated by multiplying commodity prices by mean yields
from our output. Profit data terms also allows for a relevant comparison among our three crop
choices. While corn and soybeans are measured in bushels per acre, cotton is measured in lint
pounds per acre. This allows our research to conduct an even analysis across our data. The riskfree asset in our analysis is $171 per acre, given the possibility of the agricultural producer to
rent out their land. In our analysis, we are aware of the slight disadvantage in our calculations
regarding profit data. Upon deep analysis, it is possible that our risk-free asset could dominant
the results, affecting the asset weights of the efficient portfolios. A further extension of our
research would be a similar approach conducted by Ando and Mallory (2014)3. A new approach
in calculating profit data would lead to a linear transformation and could possibly affect the
previous strong, positive covariances. While this change could combat asset covariances, new
changes might violate underlying MPT assumptions and we leave this notion for an extension
study in the future.
Price data collection came from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
and National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). We analyzed the average crop prices for

3

To calculate profit returns, or benefits, similar to Ando (2014), the new calculation would be: (benefits-costs/costs)
= [(benefits/costs)-1].
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each marketing year from 2008 through 2018 exclusively for the state of Mississippi. We
exclude the year 2011 because Dr. Ebelhar did not irrigated the experimental plot in a timely
manner, resulting in extremely low yields that skew our output. When we calculated the expected
returns, our pricing variable is an average price from 2008 to 2018 (excluding 2011) rather than
each historical price for the individual years4. We take the average price from NASS in the
Mississippi Delta region of each year. Then, we calculate the average price over the ten-year
period, resulting in one price for each commodity. The average price analysis captures the
volatility in crop prices throughout our data period. The crop price is not the main focus, but it is
important to our research because it helps converts our yield data into profit data. The prices for
the three crops are the following: $0.77 for cotton, $4.80 for corn, and $10.30 for soybeans. Our
crop price data was converted and adjusted properly into 2019 dollars for accurate analysis.
Our cotton data consists not only of yield data but also seed data. When cotton is ginned,
the cotton lint is separated from the physical seed. Depending on the cotton gin and seed prices
for a given year, a farmer can get reimbursed for his seed and use that seed reimbursement to
cover the ginning cost. Again, this concept is not guaranteed every year by the cotton gin, but it
is a fairly common practice that does affect a farmer s cost each year.
The production cost data in our research comes from the Mississippi State Extension
Planning Budgets. Production costs are average costs across the Delta region that have been
conducted through surveys. The production costs include fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, labor,
maintenance, etc. The methods and procedures used in the budgets are conducted by a

4

The author has conducted data analysis for the historical prices.
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committee consisting of Mississippi State professors, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and
the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station (Delta 2019 Planning Budgets).
Also, the budgets display production costs due to seed varieties, agricultural practices, and
irrigation with a targeted bushels per acre harvested. We carefully selected the correct production
cost that is closely related to the seed variety Dr. Ebelhar used in his experiments.
Summary Statistics
While Dr. Ebelhar is studying the effects of crop rotations on mean crop yields and
nutrient uptake, our research is taking this crop rotation data and turning it into crop history data.
Our research analyzes all the specific crop history possibilities. We are focusing on 1-year, 2year, and 3-year crop histories. Our research does not extend past 3-three histories because crop
histories up to three years may affect current revenues (Livingston, 2014). Also, Livingston s
work shows crop histories past three years are not statistically and economically significant in
yields from regression analysis based of fundamental field plots. It is important to note that our
data contains three different crops, but our research is limited to the number of crop histories due
to the fixed crop rotations in the Centennial Rotation. Table 2 displays all the possible crop
histories given within our data.
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Table 2

Crop Rotations Chart
Cotton

Two years ago
CT

CR

Cotton

CT

CR, SB

Corn

CT

CT

Soybeans

CR

CR

One year ago

Three years ago

Corn
SB

CT
CT, CR

CR

Soybeans
SB

CT

CR

CT

SB

SB

CT, SB

CR

The grey boxes show possible crop history with our three crop choices, but those specific
histories do not exist within our data. Fortunately, our data present us with crop histories for all
three crops. Because cotton was a focal point in the Centennial Rotation, a majority of our data
will come from cotton observations compared to the corn and soybeans observations. For
example, let s compare two different crop histories from Table 2. The first crop history is
Cotton-Cotton-Corn. In the table, one can notice crops planted one year ago on the left side of
the table (Cotton is the first row). Next, the list of crops planted two years ago are located on the
top of the table. For this specific history, let s focus on the cotton (first column). Lastly, in the
cotton column, our table presents the three crop choices and since our specific crop history is
Cotton-Cotton-Corn, let s focus on the corn column inside in the cotton column. After analyzing
the table, our research shows that we have corn and soybean data available for that specific
history. Intuitively, corn and soybeans are the only crops that follow (planted after) the specific
crop history Cotton-Cotton-Corn. Now, the second crop history in this example is SoybeansCorn-Cotton. After following the similar trace pattern through Table 2, our research displays a
grey box. As mentioned earlier, this signifies that Soybeans-Corn-Cotton is a possible crop
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history among our three asset choices, but it does not exist in our dataset. Therefore, our research
cannot observe this history.
In the next sections, analyses of mean yields for each individual crop have been prepared
across the fixed rotations from the Centennial Rotation as well as the many different crop
histories in our research. It is important to note how the mean yields vary across the different
one-year, two-year, and three-year crop histories, signifying crop histories do affect mean yields.
Also, each graph signals the amount of crop histories available based upon each crop.
Corn Analysis
The first crop in our analysis is corn. Figure 5 displays this information graphically for an
easier comparison. For 1-year crop histories, it is not surprising corn yield is higher following
soybeans (207 bushels/acre) compared to cotton (201 bushels/acre). This is largely due to the
fact soybeans fixate nitrogen back into the soil, which corn uses a large amount of.
In the two-year histories, corn produced a high yield in a soybean-cotton history at 208
bushels per acre. Corn mean yields were also high in volume in a cotton-cotton and soybeanscorn history producing 206 bushels per acre. Corn mean yields in a two-year history of soybeancorn declined to 198 bushels per acre.
In three-year crop histories, corn mean yields dipped slightly lower compared to the
previous crop histories mentioned. Corn averaged 206 bushels per acre in cotton-cotton-corn and
soybeans-corn-soybeans three-year histories. Similar to the two-year history, corn mean yields
dropped in the cotton-corn-cotton history to 198 bushels per acre.
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Figure 5

Mean Corn Yields Summary Statistics

Soybean Analysis
Soybeans appear the fewest amount of times out of our data and Figure 6 displays
this. It shows up in three out of six rotations. Soybeans mean yield are higher in a one-year
history with cotton (60 bu./ac) than in a one-year history with corn (59 bu./ac). Soybeans mean
yield tops out at 61 bushels per acre in a cotton-corn two-year history. Also, soybeans fared well
in a cotton-cotton and corn-soybeans two-year histories yielding 59 bushels per acre each. A
three-crop history did not seem to affect soybeans mean yields. In a three-year cotton-cottoncorn history, soybeans averaged 59 bushels per acre while soybeans yielded 58 bushels per acre
in a three-year corn-soybeans-corn history.
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Figure 6

Mean Soybean Yields Summary Statistics

Cotton Analysis
Cotton is the last crop in our analysis but is the most important because the Centennial
Rotation is based around cotton. Figure 7 provides cotton mean yields graphically. For cotton in
a one-year history, cotton succeeding corn (1,253 lint lbs./ac) fared better than cotton following
cotton (1,097 lint lbs./ac), which makes sense. Continuous cotton history yields the least
averaging 1,064 lint pounds per acre, while cotton fared the best in a two-year corn-soybeans
history yielding 1,256 lint pounds per acre. Cotton also averaged high yields in a corn-cotton
two-year history at 1,249 lint pounds per acre. Cotton had modest gains in cotton-corn two-year
history yielding 1,114 lint pounds per acre. Three-year crop histories treated cotton mean yields
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fairly well except continuous cotton history again, averaging 1,064 lint pounds per acre. CornSoybeans-Cotton and Corn-Cotton-Cotton three-year histories help increase mean yields to 1,256
and 1,252 lint pounds per acre, respectively. A corn-cotton-corn three-year history provided
cotton will high yields too at 1,246 lint pounds per acre.

Figure 7

Mean Cotton Yields Summary Statistics
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CHAPTER IV
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
As previously mentioned, MPT has two main principles: maximizing expected returns
while holding variance constant and minimizing variance while holding expected returns
constant (Elton & Gruber, 1997). This leads the development of the efficiency frontier. In this
paper, we solve MPT by minimizing the variance, or risk. Our model follows basic matrix
notation.
First, each asset is denoted by 𝑋 where 𝑖

1,2,3 for a three asset in our research. Each

individual asset has a variance and expected return. An asset s return is denoted as:

𝐑

𝑅1
𝑅2
𝑅3

(1)

where 𝐑 is a 3 x 1 vector. The expected return is expectation of an asset s future return and is
defined as:

𝐸𝑅

𝐸

𝑅1
𝑅2
𝑅3

𝐸 𝑅1
𝐸 𝑅2
𝐸 𝑅3
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𝜇1
𝜇2
𝜇3

𝜇

(2)

where 𝑅 is the return of 𝑋 and 𝜇 denotes the mean return of 𝑋 . Since MPT analyzes comovements between assets, we can convert variance and covariance of the three assets by:

𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑅

𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑅1
𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅2 𝑅1
𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅3 𝑅1

𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅1 𝑅2
𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑅2
𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅3 𝑅2

𝜎 21
𝜎2 1
𝜎3 1

𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅1 𝑅3
𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅2 𝑅3
𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑅3

𝜎1 2
𝜎 22
𝜎3 2

𝜎1 3
𝜎2 3
𝜎 23

∑

(3)

where now, ∑ represents the 3 x 3 variance/covariance matrix. It is important to note our matrix
is symmetric. Now, the variance/covariance matrix is equal to its transpose, ∑

∑′ because the

off diagonals are equal. For example, 𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅1 𝑅2 = 𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑅2 𝑅1 and this is true for the entire
matrix. MPT assumes an investor will allocate all his wealth across the assets contained in the
portfolio. Asset weights are denoted in a 3 x 1 vector by:

𝐱

𝑥1
𝑥2
𝑥3

𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3

1
1
1

(4)

and must satisfy the condition:

𝐱𝟏

𝑥1

𝑥2

𝑥3

1,

(5)

where 𝟏 is the identity matrix and 𝑥 represents the asset weights in a portfolio. As MPT was
originally designed for financial investors, asset weights are normally measured in percentages
and add up to 100%. For our paper, our output is in terms of decimals. Therefore, we are using 1,
and not 100%. Our final output consists of multiple efficient portfolios with their respective
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asset weights, expected returns, and risk level. We can express the portfolio return by the
following:
𝑅

,

𝐱𝐑

𝑅1
𝑅2
𝑅3

𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3

where 𝑅 represents the return of assets and 𝑅

𝑥1 𝑅1

𝑥2 𝑅2

𝑥3 𝑅3 ,

(6)

indicates the total portfolio return. Likewise, an

,

efficient portfolio has a unique expected return and variance. The expected return consists of:

𝐸𝐱𝐑

𝐱𝐸𝐑

𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3

𝜇1
𝜇2
𝜇3

,

(7)

𝜎 21 𝜎12 𝜎13
𝑥1
2
𝑥
𝜎12 𝜎 2 𝜎23
2
2
𝑥
3
𝜎13 𝜎23 𝜎 3
2𝑥1 𝑥3 𝜎13 2𝑥2 𝑥3 𝜎23 𝜎 2

(8)

𝑥1 𝜇1

𝑥2 𝜇2

𝑥3 𝜇3

𝜇

and the variance is expressed as:

𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝐱 𝐑
𝑥 2 1 𝜎 21
Lastly, xi

𝑥 22𝜎 22

𝐱 ∑𝐱

𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3

𝑥 23𝜎 23

2𝑥1 𝑥2 𝜎12

,

.

0 is a non-negativity constraint to keep all the assets positive. Intuitively, a person

cannot take a negative position in agriculture because it is impossible to plant a field negatively.
When MPT was first developed by Markowitz (1952), MPT was designed for the stock market,
where a person could take a negative position of a particular asset (short sales).
Now, we can express our minimization problem as:
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min 𝜎 2,

𝐱′∑𝐱

𝐱

(9)

which is subject to three constraints:
𝜇

𝐱′𝜇
𝐱′𝟏
𝑥

𝜇

,0

1
0 𝑖

(10)
(5)

1,2,3

(11)

where μp,0 represents a target level of expected return. This is determined by multiplying x by

μ . This will generate the expected return of a portfolio. As mentioned earlier, the model is
designed to generate a selected range where portfolios are efficient.
Our conceptual framework includes a risk-free option for agricultural producers. In our
case, this is equivalent for an agricultural producer renting out their crop land to another
producer. This is an important concept because it allows a producer to generate a profit without
subject to crop yield or price risk.
We assume an agricultural producer is going to either minimize their risk or maximize
their profits. With our data set, we make several key assumptions: 1) an agricultural producer
knows their field history up to three years back, 2) an agricultural producer will not know any
history for a particular, and 3) an agricultural producer will receive a fixed, cash payment from
leasing his farm land. Since individuals maximize their utility, a producer acquiring farmland
without knowledge of prior crop histories is a viable option.
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Comparing efficient frontiers
Because efficiency frontiers are our resulting output, the method of comparing efficient
frontiers needs to be universal throughout accurate measures. There are two ways to compare
through MPT: equal third s portfolios and a tangency portfolio. Both methods can be solved
using our statistical software programming. In the equal third s portfolio approach, each asset
will receive exactly the same weight of 33.3% in the overall portfolio. With every asset keep
constant every frontier, we are able to recognize the variability in the expected returns and
variance. However, given the obvious variability, we are able to analyze the relationships
between expected returns and variance and determine which crop history is more profitable for
an agricultural producer given their risk tolerance. In short, the variability within the expected
returns and variance are the effects from each crop rotation by holding asset weights constant.
One flaw with this comparison method is the likelihood of a producer planting equal portions of
crops throughout a field is very low because every field differs in acreage, slope, and location.
Therefore, equal third s is not a practical agricultural land management practice.
The other comparison method is using the tangency portfolio. As described earlier, the
tangency portfolio is a point along the capital market line that is tangent to a specific point on the
efficiency frontier. Specifically, this point is the closest point to a “risk-free” portfolio, which is
considered the most optimal portfolio available. By using tangency portfolios for comparison, we
can analyze the most efficient, or optimal, point available for each crop history. It is important to
remember each producer has different risk tolerance levels from others, so while one producer
may be risk averse, another producer may be a risk lover.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
In this section, we will look at the results under the MPT approach for our specific crop
histories. One will find multiple efficiency frontiers and tangency portfolio expected returns
under special circumstances. We have used several different methods to compare different
efficiency frontiers for the crop histories to analyze the diverse portfolio combinations. In this
section, the concept of a No-Information is first introduced. No-Information crop history is
simply the idea of not accounting for unique crop histories. Essentially, this translates to the
notion of a farmer not aware of previous plantings for a given field. In our research, this unique
crop history serves as a baseline for comparisons against all other crop histories. No-Information
crop history is calculated by averaging the mean yields for each crop.
First, we compare the portfolios from different histories at an arbitrary, individual risk
preference (standard deviation). Next, our research analyzes portfolio returns when our assets
carry equal weights. Lastly, we examine the tangency portfolio returns along with the different
asset s weights. From here on out, crop histories will be covered extensively, and it is important
to understand our wording and abbreviations. No Information simply meaning an agricultural
producer does not know the previous crop history for a particular field and will not be shorten in
our results. Crops that were planted exactly one back will be represented by the single crop by
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itself. For example, CT signifies cotton was planted last year. Two-year crop histories reported in
our results have the abbreviation of two crops like CT-CR. This means cotton was planted one
year ago and corn was planted prior to cotton. Again, our three-year crop histories have a similar
condensation of the three-crop pertaining to each specific history. CT-CR-SB represents cotton
was planted one year back, corn was planted two years ago, and soybeans were planted three
years ago.
Equal Weights Analysis
Under this approach, we evaluated efficient portfolio returns when each asset carries the
same. For our research, each individual asset weighs 33.33% in the portfolio. Table 3 displays
the portfolio returns for the following crop histories: No Information, Crops One-Year Back, and
Crops Two-Year Back. Table 4 displays portfolio returns for all our Three-Year crop histories.
Figure 8 presents all the equal weights portfolio returns. Each portfolio return is measured in
dollars per acre for better comparison of our crops because corn and soybeans are measured in
bushels per acre while cotton is measured by lint pounds per acre. Notice how there are several
clusters among our figure that appears to be based around each different crop.
Tangency Portfolio Returns
As mentioned earlier, a tangency portfolio is an intersection point of the Capital
Allocation Line from the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the efficiency frontier from
MPT. This point signifies the portfolio with the highest possible return across one individual unit
of risk and is considered the most efficient portfolio. Similar to the equal weights approach, the
analysis of the tangency portfolio not only determines the most efficient portfolio but also
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establishes equal baselines for comparison across all crop histories. Our tangency portfolio
returns along with asset weights are reported in Tables 5 and 6 for all crop histories. Figure 9
displays all the tangency points compared to one another. No Information history has the lowest
variance, which was expected, at $60/acre. The crop histories with the highest risk level are
three-year crop histories: Cotton-Cotton-Cotton, Cotton-Cotton-Corn, and Soybeans-CottonCorn. It makes sense that three-year crop histories have the highest standard deviation because
they have a longer duration which carries more risk. Also, this tends to be true for most histories
that overlaps with another history. For example, Soybeans and Soybeans-Cotton histories have
the exact same expected returns and standard deviation. Following a pattern similar to Figure 8,
most histories are closely related that are based around one crop e.g. corn. Every history that
contains corn one-year back is closely related. This could explain why corn has higher portfolio
weights compared to the other assets. Figure 10 depicts tangency portfolios graphically in oneyear histories. It emphasizes the point how expected returns and risk levels can vary across crop
histories. Also, it is important to note how the tangency portfolio shifts from one year to a second
year. Figure 11 displays this concept. Cotton is planted before Cotton results in a higher tradeoff
between expected returns and variance for a tangency portfolio. Inversely, when cotton follows
corn, the tangency portfolio yields much lower expected returns and variance. Crop histories are
very impactful because it can cause significant changes in returns and variance. If the change is
too vast, it could potentially turn a profit into a loss.
Tangency Portfolio returns not only show how efficient portfolios are but also the
numerous different combinations of weights for each asset. Corn and soybeans overshadow
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cotton in portfolio weights as cotton has zero weight in every portfolio. This implies that an
agricultural producer would not plant cotton at all and would only plant different combinations
of corn and soybeans. One explanation for why cotton weights are zero ties back to our data.
Since our data is based on cotton, it captured the low cotton prices in Mississippi. Nonetheless,
the weights for corn and soybeans vary moderately. Corn weights range from 54% to 65%, while
soybean weights range from 35% to 46%. While the ranges seem relatively short, this plays a
significant role for an agricultural producer in determining production decisions. When crop
histories had soybeans planted one-year back, asset weights are close to even splits of corn and
soybean combinations compared to crop histories with corn and cotton planted one-year back.
Portfolios with large weights of corn are predominantly crop histories with corn and cotton as the
first-year crop.
If crop histories did not affect expected returns, then a producer would not consider crops
previously planted. However, our research proves crop histories do affect expected returns and
should be considered when a producer makes planting decisions for the upcoming year. This is
evident through the example of using the tangent portfolio from the no-information crop history.
The no-information history translates to the realistic possibility that a farmer might not have
previous knowledge of crop histories on a particular field. In this scenario, the tangent portfolio
yields for the no-information an expected return of $340 per acre and a standard deviation of $60
per acre with the following assets weights: 0% cotton, 60% corn, and 40% soybeans. If crop
histories did not matter, then our research could apply the asset weights from the no-information
crop history and receive the same output. On the contrary, our research produces significant
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findings. For example, we will analyze how the no-information asset weights behave in our oneyear crop histories (crops planted one year back). In cotton, the findings are less impactful. The
expected return is slight lower by a few cents and the standard deviation increase by a few
dollars, $339.12 and $62.22 respectively. However, the biggest changes appear when corn and
soybeans are planted one year back. In the one-year corn history, the expected return is $329.42,
roughly a decrease of $11 per acre. The standard deviation (risk level) remained the same. In the
one-year soybean history, the expected return is $343.30 per acre, while the standard deviation
increases to $66.60 per acre. Our output shows that when crop histories are accounted for, a
producer will receive different return and risk levels. Thus, crop histories are important factors in
the decision-making process.
Risk Preference Comparison
Comparing efficient frontiers by an individual risk preference (standard deviation)
presents the uniqueness of different combinations of assets that can take place. Also, this
comparison method shows the instability expected returns can take capture. Figure 12 reports our
findings with one-year back crop histories. We select a single, arbitrary risk preference point at
$65 per acre. While corn and soybeans have similar expected returns (approximately $340/acre)
at this point, their efficient portfolios have widely different assets weights. For corn, the efficient
portfolio asset weights are 0% cotton, 67.2% corn, and 32.8% soybeans. For soybeans, the
efficient portfolio carries more soybeans as the asset weights are the following: 0% cotton, 57%
corn, and 43% soybeans. Cotton has the highest expected return out of all the crop approximately
$346 per acre and the efficient portfolio has asset weights of 0%, 66.4% corn, and 33.6%
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soybeans. Comparing all the crop histories to a no information history, no information history
generates the highest expected returns at $350 per acre with underlining asset weight at 0%
cotton, 67.4% corn, 32.6% soybeans. The importance of this comparison method is highlight
how expected returns vary at a single risk preference. Also, our results show even though
expected returns are similar, asset weights can vary immensely. Risk tolerance is a critical
component to consider.
Crop-Based Efficiency Frontiers
Our research led to constructing efficiency frontiers based around our three crops: cotton,
corn, and soybeans. By doing so, we find how significant the knowledge of crop histories is to
estimating future profits. Figures 12, 13, and 14 report our findings. Again, the no information
history is served as a baseline for comparison.
Cotton
The results from cotton-based histories are impactful. The no information history
overestimates all the cotton histories. The CT frontier shifts downward in perspective from the
no information history, signifying lower expected returns. Also, the standard deviation range
reduced in the CT frontier. From there, our histories expand to CT-CT and CT-CR. Comparing
these two-year histories, CT-CT has a high risk-high expected returns trade-off while CT-CR
produces much lower expected returns-low risk trade-off. Lastly, three-year crop histories follow
related patterns as their respective two-year histories. CT-CT-CT has the exact same efficiency
frontier as CT-CT. Likewise with CT-CR, the efficiency frontier is identical for CT-CR-SB. The
frontier for CT-CR-CT varies slightly from the previous two histories but still remains closely
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associated. As you can see, the decision between planting corn or cotton before cotton could
potentially affect an agricultural producer s profit and risk tolerance.
Corn
The efficiency frontier for CR shifts downward compared to no information history. The
frontiers for CR-CT and CR-SB are closely related to CR. Also, CR-CT-CT and CR-SB-CT
frontiers follow similar patterns as the two-year histories. Our analysis shows very little change
in expected returns and standard deviation. However, the efficiency frontier for CR-CT-CR shifts
slightly downward, meaning lower expected returns and the risk range nearly the same. The
largest change in corn appears in CR-SB-CR. This history demonstrates low expected returns
and low risk tradeoffs. We find the low expected returns within this history rather unusual due to
the close relationship of corn and soybeans regarding nitrogen in the soil.
Soybeans
Likewise, with SB, the EF is positioned lower in correlation to the no information
history. Unlike the other two crops, the EF of SB extends further beyond no information,
meaning the tradeoff of high-returns and high-risk is even greater. Next, there is a noticeable
difference between the two-year histories. SB-CT follows a similar trend of SB while SB-CR
offers much lower expected returns and a slight increase in risk. Again, SB-CR-SB follows the
same path as SB-CR. SB-CT-CR displays the portfolio with the highest individual expected
return out of the histories. SB-CT-CT reports the portfolio with the highest standard deviation.
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NO
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281
97

253

CT

95

294

CR

97

283

SB

97

296

CR-SB

97

292

CR-CT

102

249

CT-CT

102

253

CT-CR

98

280

SB-CR

97

284

SB-CT

Equal Weights Portfolio Returns for No Information, One-Year and Two-Year Crop Histories

EXP. RETURNS
95

Table 3

STD. DEVIATION
Note: Each asset has the same weight of 33.33% in the portfolio.

249

CT-CTCT

102

249

CT-CTCR

109

262

CT-CRCT

103

293

CR-CTCR

97

296

CR-SBCT

97

296

CR-SBCR

101

244

CT-CRSB

98

280

SB-CRSB

98

285

SB-CTCR

97

283

SB-CTCT

94

294

CR-CTCT

Equal Weights Portfolio Returns for Three-Year Crop Histories

EXP. RETURNS
102

Table 4

ST. DEVIATION

Note: Each asset has the same weight of 33.33% in the portfolio.
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Figure 8

Equal Weights Portfolio Returns for All Crop Histories

Note: Circle represents No Information, Triangles represent One-Year Histories, Squares represent Two-Year Histories, Diamonds
represent Three-Year Histories.
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Table 5
CT-CR
332
66
0%
65%
35%

CT-CTCR
354

67

CT-CRCT
332

0%

63

CR-CTCR
334

63%

0%

62

CR-SBCT
334

37%

63%

0%

62

CR-SBCR
334

35%

65%

0%

66

CT-CRSB
332

42%

58%

0%

71

SB-CRSB
336

43%

57%

0%

73

SB-CTCR
344

46%

54%

0%

65

SB-CTCT
336

37%

63%

0%

62

CR-CTCT
334

SB-CR
336
71
0%
58%
42%

CT-CTCT
354

73

0%

63%

37%

SB-CT
341
66
0%
57%
43%

EXP. RETURNS
73
0%

65%

37%

CR-SB
334
62
0%
63%
37%

STD. DEVIATION
0%

63%

35%

CR-CT
334
62
0%
63%
37%

Tangency Portfolio Weights and Returns for Two-Year and One-Year Crop Histories

NO INFORMATION CT CR
SB CT-CT
EXP. RETURNS
340
341 334 341
354
ST. DEVIATION
60
63
62
66
73
COTTON WT.
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CORN WT.
60%
62% 63% 58%
63%
SOYBEANS WT.
40%
38% 37% 42%
37%
Note: Expected Returns and Standard Deviation are reported in dollars per acre.

COTTON WT.
63%

37%

Tangency Portfolio Weights and Returns for Three-Year Crop Histories

CORN WT.
37%

Table 6

SOYBEANS WT.

Note: Expected Returns and Standard Deviation are reported in dollars per acre.
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Figure 9

Tangency Portfolio Returns for All Crop Histories

Note: Circle represents No Information, Triangles represent One-Year Histories, Squares represent Two-Year Histories, Diamonds
represent Three-Year Histories.
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Figure 10

Tangency Portfolio Returns Among One Year Crop Histories

Note: Circles represent tangency portfolios.
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Figure 11

Tangency Portfolio Returns between Cotton Histories

Note: Circles represent tangency portfolios.
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Figure 12

Risk Preference Comparison among One-Year Crop

Note: Circles represent tangency portfolios.
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Figure 13

Cotton Based Efficient Frontiers
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Figure 14
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Figure 15

Expected Returns ($/Acre)
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Crop histories play a vital role in future planting decisions and can affect overall profits.
In the traditional view, crop histories are important for agricultural practices as they can improve
soil health and mitigate pets and diseases. Our research demonstrates crop histories from a
unique prospective. Most likely, agricultural producers are making planting decisions months in
advance before planting season starts. Therefore, it is critical to know the quantity of each crop
to plant. By applying Modern Portfolio Theory to crop histories, agricultural producers could
potential increase profits and minimize risk (subject to individual s risk preference) by utilizing
past crop histories on future planting decisions.
Our results conclude that crop histories can affect a producer s behavior. Specifically, in
cotton and soybeans-based histories, the crop choice between one and two years back
significantly altered optimal behavior for a producer. For cotton, the two-year histories CT-CT
and CT-CR both stem from CT. However, these two histories produce very different results. CTCT offers a high expected return, high risk tradeoff, while CT-CR shows a low expected return,
low risk tradeoff. For soybeans, the tradeoff between the two-year crop histories (SB-CT and
SB-CR) can impact management decisions. Conversely, we could not detect a significant impact
from the corn-based crop histories as they all were closely related. Also, our findings regarding
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asset weights among crop histories are impactful. Our results in one-year histories demonstrate
various combinations of corn and soybeans. Corn weights dominate the portfolio makeup,
ranging from 57% to 67%. Soybean weights range from as little as 32% to 43%. Remember,
cotton weights are 0% probably due to low prices over our observation range.
Asset weights impact several key areas like seed cost and quantity in management
decisions. Some decisions are required in advance. Furthermore, some crops require different
land management practices and harvest equipment. The tradeoff between risk and return varies
for each producer and outputs can bring much uncertainty, especially in agriculture. Our research
provides a resource for agricultural producers and to reduce the difficulty in farm management
decision making.
Limitations
Our research was confined to several restrictions. One challenge we confronted was not
having a complete set of crop histories to analyze over all three crops. The Centennial Rotation
provided limited crop histories as our research had a different focus. For future research, a full
inclusion of all crop histories like SB-SB-SB or CT-SB-SB would generate more accurate results
for all crops. Also, this research could be extended and applied to a producer s total farm
acreage. A study with total farm acreage oriented would be realistic and applicable for
agricultural producers. We understand it is not feasible or practical to divide a single field into
multiple crops. A study that focuses on total farm acreage with all available crop histories would
be a key resource for producers going forward.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX I
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This section provides the Variance/Covariance matrix for each individual crop history based
upon our three assets. In addition to the matrices, the expected returns conditional upon crop
histories are specified for each asset and they are stated in terms of profit ($/acre). The
variance/covariance matrix explains the different co-movements (positive or negative) between
our assets.
No Information History:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 390.79 Soybeans: 263.21
COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
8659.52
1029.94

CORN
8659.52
11875.3
-6041.38

SOYBEANS
1029.94
-6041.38
14148.4

One-Year Crop Histories:
Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 102.14 Corn: 381.92 Soybeans: 274.92
COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
41792.8
7470.27
6029.09

CORN
7470.27
11189.3
-5430.98

Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 254.83 Corn: 391.55 Soybeans: 236.24
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SOYBEANS
6029.09
-5430.98
15315.7

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
60582
10049.9
-6553.23

CORN
10049.9
12203
-6808.37

SOYBEANS
-6553.23
-6808.37
15786.9

Soybeans:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 396.70 Soybeans: 263.21
COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
9238.78
1029.94

CORN
9238.78
14311.7
-6210.26

SOYBEANS
1029.94
-6210.26
14148.4

CORN
10106
13850.7
-4890.33

SOYBEANS
4589.62
-4890.33
15642.3

Two-Year Crop Histories:
Cotton-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 71.69 Corn: 406.11 Soybeans: 267.92

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
43955
10106
4589.62

Cotton-Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 118.33 Corn: 359.37 Soybeans: 280.55
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COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
48303.4
5192.34
8534.69

CORN
5192.34
11331.6
-6126.24

SOYBEANS
8534.69
-6126.24
19687.5

Corn-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 248.94 Corn: 391.55 Soybeans: 236.24

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
63828.1
10550.7
-7356.39

CORN
10550.7
12203
-6808.37

SOYBEANS
-7356.39
-6808.37
15786.9

Corn-Soybeans:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 259.78 Corn: 391.55 Soybeans: 236.24

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
62137.3
9456.43
-5594.69

CORN
9456.43
12203
-6808.37

SOYBEANS
-5594.69
-6808.37
15786.9

Soybeans-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 401.06 Soybeans: 263.21

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
9158.44
1029.94

CORN
9158.44
15550.3
-6637.5
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SOYBEANS
1029.94
-6637.5
14148.4

Soybeans-Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 387.98 Soybeans: 263.21

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
9399.47
1029.94

CORN
9399.47
15226.8
-5355.79

SOYBEANS
1029.94
-5355.79
14148.4

CORN
10106
13850.7
-4890.33

SOYBEANS
4589.62
-4890.33
15642.3

CORN
10106
13850.7
-4890.33

SOYBEANS
4589.62
-4890.33
15642.3

Three-Year Crop Histories:
Cotton-Cotton-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 71.69 Corn: 406.11 Soybeans: 267.92

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
43955
10106
4589.62

Cotton-Cotton-Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 71.69 Corn: 406.11 Soybeans: 267.92

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
43955
10106
4589.62
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Cotton-Corn-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 148.48 Corn: 362.07 Soybeans: 276.80

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
56045.4
5380.01
10304.7

CORN
5380.01
11395
-5931.4

SOYBEANS
10304.7
-5931.4
19745.3

CORN
4730.88
11331.6
-6126.24

SOYBEANS
7653.28
-6126.24
19687.5

Cotton-Corn-Soybeans:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 92.58 Corn: 359.37 Soybeans: 280.55

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47423.7
4730.88
7653.28

Corn-Cotton-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 255.05 Corn: 391.55 Soybeans: 236.24

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
60874
10248
-7792.01

CORN
10248
12203
-6808.37
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SOYBEANS
-7792.01
-6808.37
15786.9

Corn-Cotton-Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 251.32 Corn: 388.42 Soybeans: 240.41

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
74232.4
12131.3
-8463.24

CORN
12131.3
12218.5
-6543.59

SOYBEANS
-8463.24
-6543.59
15638.9

Corn-Soybeans-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 259.78 Corn: 391.55 Soybeans: 236.24

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
62137.3
9456.43
-5594.69

CORN
9456.43
12203
-6808.37

SOYBEANS
-5594.69
-6808.37
15786.9

Corn-Soybeans-Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 259.78 Corn: 391.55 Soybeans: 236.23

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
62137.3
9456.43
-5594.69

CORN
9456.43
12203
-6808.37

Soybeans-Cotton-Cotton:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 397.71 Soybeans: 263.21
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SOYBEANS
-5594.69
-6808.37
15786.9

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
9436.44
1029.94

CORN
9436.44
16993.3
-7646.99

SOYBEANS
1029.94
-7646.99
14148.4

Soybeans-Cotton-Corn:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 404.40 Soybeans: 263.21

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
8880.44
1029.94

CORN
8880.44
16670.1
-5628

SOYBEANS
1029.94
-5628
14148.4

Soybeans-Corn-Soybeans:
Expected Returns:
Cotton: 188.80 Corn: 387.98 Soybeans: 263.21

COTTON
CORN
SOYBEANS

COTTON
47412.4
9399.47
1029.94

CORN
9399.47
15226.8
-5355.79

67

SOYBEANS
1029.94
-5355.79
14148.4

